		

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using this electrical appliance; basic safety
precautions should always be observed including the
following:

USER INSTRUCTIONS
PART No.: 8081-017
		8081-217

Detailer Trimmer

7.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Oil the blades of your Wahl trimmer before and after 		
use.
Remove plastic blade guard and place a few drops of
Wahl Clipper oil on the teeth of your blades, wiping off
any excess oil with a clean dry cloth.
Plug the trimmer into a 230V power outlet and turn 		
the power on.
Switch on your appliance by using the on/off switch 		
located at the bottom of the trimmer above the power
cord.
Always turn off and unplug your trimmer immediately
after use.
After cutting always clean out any loose hair and oil 		
the blades before replacing the blade guard and 		
storing away.
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6.

Please read this instruction manual carefully
and familiarise yourself with your new
WAHL Detailer Trimmer
before using for the first time.

5.

1.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEL: 01227 744331
CUSTOMER SERVICE TEL: 01227 740066
			

4.

Please retain this leaflet for future reference.

3.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

www.wahl.co.uk

2.

Do not place or store this appliance where it can fall or
be pulled in a bath or sink. Do not place or drop into 		
water or any other liquid.
Do not reach for an appliance that has fallen into 		
water, unplug immediately.
Never leave the appliance unattended when plugged
in.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory or
mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision
or instruction concerning use of the appliance by
a person responsible for their safety. Children should
be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the
appliance.
Use this product only for its intended use as a hair 		
trimmer. Do not use attachments not recommended
by the manufacturer.
Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged 		
cord or plug, if it is not working properly or if it has 		
been dropped, damaged or immersed in water. 		
Return the appliance to WAHL (UK) LTD, for 		
examination and repair.
Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.

Never insert any object into any opening on this 		
appliance.
9. Do not use outdoors or operate with aerosol products
or where oxygen is being administered.
10. Do not leave the appliance exposed to the weather, or
where it may become damaged.
11. Do not use this appliance with a damaged or broken
comb or blade set, as injury may occur.
12. Always unplug this appliance from the electrical outlet
immediately after use.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Always ensure the appliance is unplugged before 		
cleaning.
To remove hair that may have become clogged 		
between the blades, brush between the blades 		
with the cleaning brush provided. Always be sure to oil
the blades after cleaning.
Due to the high speed of this trimmer the correct type
of oil must be used. Only use oil intended for use in 		
clippers and trimmers, such as Wahl clipper oil. Do not
ever use hair oil, grease or any oil mixed with kerosene
or any solvent as the solvent will evaporate and leave a
thick residue which will impair cutting performance. 		
Wahl clipper oil is a very thin, natural oil which will not
evaporate and will not slow down the cutting action.
Streaks and miscut hair are caused by dirty surfaces on
the blades, so keep your trimmer clean and blades well
oiled.
Trimmer blades have very precise hardened, ground 		
and lapped cutting teeth. Blades should be handled 		
carefully and never bumped or used to cut dirty 		
abrasive materials.
Blades should be changed or sharpened in sets only. 		
Normal service of the unit does not require
disassembly of the trimmer unit. If major repair is 		
necessary return the unit to a Wahl or an authorised 		
service facility.
To prolong the blade life, do not use the trimmer on 		
hair that is coated with a permanent wave solution or
hair spray.
To clean the outside of the trimmer, use either a clean

dry or slightly damp cloth.
9. Do not store the trimmer in a wet or moist 			
environment.
10. Do not wrap the cord around unit for storage. This 		
may result in breakage or cracks to the power cord.
11. The cord should not be used to pull the trimmer.
12. Freedom of movement needs to be maintained. 		
Care should be used to keep the cord untwisted and 		
unobstructed. When stored the cord should be coiled
and the unit placed in its original box.

ATTACHMENT COMBS

Your appliance is supplied with 3 combs 1.5mm, 4.5mm
and 6mm.

TO ATTACH COMBS
1.
2.
3.

Turn unit off.
Place desired comb attachment over blade teeth.
Press down until comb clicks into position.

Please refer to other instruction leaflet regarding the blade
adjustment tool.

WIRING

The Wahl Clipper Corporation

GUARANTEE

WARNING: If the supply cord is damaged
it must be replaced by the manufacturers
service agent or a similarly qualified person
in order to avoid a hazard.

8.

7.

This product is guaranteed against defects in material and
workmanship for a period of twelve months from the date
of original purchase or receipt as a gift.
The guarantee becomes invalid in the case of misuse or
repair by unauthorised persons.
Should this product become defective during the warranty
period, return it to the store of purchase together with your
proof of purchase for repair or replacement.
This guarantee in no way affects your rights under statutory
law in the United Kingdom.

BLADE WARE IS NOT COVERED UNDER THE TERMS
OF THE WARRANTY.

Wahl was founded in Sterling, USA, when in 1919 Mr Leo J
Wahl invented the worlds first hand held electromagnetic
hair clipper and sold it to local barbers. Since then the Wahl
group have expanded globally into Europe, South America,
Asia and Australia, with 6 manufacturing/distribution plants
and 6 dedicated distribution centres, distributing quality
Wahl products to over 160 countries globally. Wahl - where
the world goes to look good!

Wahl (UK) Ltd.

Founded in 1987 Wahl (UK) have successfully introduced
innovative technology that helps make British hairdressing
one of the best in the world, not only providing hairdressers
with the tools they need to perform but also the education
to excel. Wahl - No.1 for Professional Clipper and Trimmers
since 1919!
See our website for further details; www.wahl.co.uk

WASTE ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT DIRECTIVE 2002/96/EC (WEEE)
At the end of this products life it should not be disposed of
with general household waste.
Care should be taken to dispose of in
a suitable manner in accordance with
your Local Authority Regulations.

